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Welcome to Research Highlights and the opportunity to see how Victoria University researchers are making a difference through excellence and engagement in research.

It’s an exciting time for research at Victoria University, with more Australian competitive grant funding than ever before and significant support provided by the Commonwealth Government’s Collaborative Research Network (CRN) initiative. Victoria University is proud to be leading nearly 20 CRN research projects on water management, education, clinical exercise science and active living, with partners at the University of Melbourne, Deakin University, Edith Cowan University and CSIRO.

These projects will receive $6.14 million in Commonwealth funding between 2012 and 2014 and have already generated new research positions and income in their first year. More broadly our network of research partnerships continues to grow far beyond Melbourne’s west to include partners around the world.

Thanks to these strong links with government, industry and the community our research both informs and is informed by those at the coalface. Whether working alongside pre-school teachers in education, Olympic athletes in performance training or the Chinese government in sustainability planning we take our partnerships seriously, because we know they are the key to relevant research and real-world outcomes.

Through the University’s institutes and research centres we are growing capability around our research foci of sustainable environmental technologies; applied informatics; food and nutritional sciences; creative arts and writing; education, diversity and lifelong learning; medical and health sciences; strategic economics; diversity and wellbeing; sport, exercise and active living; and supply chain, logistics and transport.

In 2012 the Australian Research Council rated Victoria University above world standard in several of these research focus areas. The University ranked ‘well above world standard’ (ERA rating 5) in human movement and sports science, electrical and electronic engineering, and pharmacology and pharmaceutical science. We ranked ‘above world standard’ (ERA rating 4) in both applied mathematics and medical physiology and ‘world standard’ (ERA rating 3) across 10 other areas.

Meanwhile new graduate research initiatives including coursework components in PhD programs and extra peer support from Research Ambassadors ensure development of our junior researchers. The latest annual course monitoring surveys at Victoria University put graduate research student satisfaction at 85%. Over 86% reported a positive experience of research supervision and 90% were satisfied they had met their goals and expectations.

Our vision is for an excellent, engaged and accessible university with world-renowned research providing creative, evidence-based solutions where they’re needed. Through the hard work of our researchers and the commitment of our partners that vision is becoming a reality.

I hope you enjoy this snapshot of Victoria University research and I invite you to consider what our distinctive approach to research could do for you, your organisation or your community.

Warm regards,

PROFESSOR WARREN PAYNE
PRO VICE-CHANCELLOR
RESEARCH & RESEARCH TRAINING
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY

Pictured right: Professor Warren Payne
**EXERCISING HOPE FOR DIABETES**

Research shows exercise early in life can fend off diabetes and heart disease, even for those predisposed to the diseases.

A study by Victoria University’s Professor Glenn McConell with University of Melbourne’s Associate Professor Mary Wlodek tested whether exercise could ‘reprogram’ rats predisposed to diabetes and heart disease due to being born underweight.

“Those born small are programmed for a higher chance of disease later in life because of their underdeveloped heart, pancreas and other organs,” Professor McConell said. “But from what we found it appears likely you can reprogram yourself by exercising early in life.”

The study focused on beta cells, which are produced in the pancreas and release insulin to regulate blood glucose. Those born small for their gestational age have less beta cells to release insulin and regulate their blood glucose.

In trials on rats born small, those exercised from one month of age showed small improvements in beta cell mass when tested at two months of age. But surprisingly, four months later, despite no further exercise, their beta cell mass was the same as the healthy control group.

In essence they had been successfully reprogrammed, so that their pancreas had regained a normal beta cell mass. Another group of born small rats were not exercised and showed no improvement.

“We knew exercise was good for controlling blood sugar levels in people with diabetes, but to actually see the pancreas’ beta cell mass normalised after exercise – and to see the prospect of diabetes diminish with that – has been a major breakthrough,” he said.

Professor McConell said these findings implied more physical activity for kids could set them up for better health later in life, even helping those predisposed to diabetes and heart disease to change their likely fate.

Diabetes is a chronic disease with serious complications. It currently affects an estimated 1.8 million Australians with about 275 adults developing the disease every day, according to Diabetes Australia. Maintaining a healthy weight, being physically active and following a healthy eating plan can reduce a person’s risk of developing type 2 diabetes by up to 60%.

More trials are now planned with sheep — a larger mammal model with more similar hormones and reproductive physiology to humans than rats. Professor McConell is also developing an exercise study on adult men who were born small.

Professor McConell has been awarded five National Health and Medical Research Council project grants as the lead researcher and several Diabetes Australia Research Trust grants. The ‘born small’ rat study was supported by $325,000 of NHMRC funding and forms part of a Collaborative Research Network between Victoria University and the University of Melbourne.

Professor McConell has researched type 2 diabetes for over 20 years, specialising in the factors regulating skeletal muscle glucose uptake during exercise. He is research leader in Exercise Science at the Institute for Sport, Exercise and Active Living and also leader of the Biomedical and Lifestyle Diseases research unit. He won a 2012 Vice-Chancellor’s award for research excellence, leadership and an outstanding publication record in high impact journals.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL GLENN.MCCONELL@VU.EDU.AU OR VISIT VU.EDU.AU/ISEAL**
Dr Ceridwen Spark has travelled high and low across Papua New Guinea collecting stories of women with the power to inspire change.

In PNG for four months on an Endeavour Research Fellowship, Dr Spark researched the lives of female leaders at a time of great social change in their communities. The biographies of these women inform six short documentary films, which challenge the idea women have little to contribute in their male-dominated society.

One subject is a nun who was instrumental as a peace-builder in Bougainville. Another is the country’s first female village magistrate, making the elderly lady one of the top authorities for administering traditional justice on Manus Island.

“There are all these terrific women in Papua New Guinea doing these inspiring things so I sought to document them and make their stories accessible to a wide audience,” Dr Spark said.

But the Pawa Meri or ‘Power Women’ project is about more than celebrating women’s stories: it’s also about training local women as directors and filmmakers, and educating school children across the country about the roles women play as leaders.

“I didn’t want my research to simply gather dust on a bookshelf,” Dr Spark said. “From the very beginning the films have been about opening up discussion with people across Papua New Guinea – especially the younger generations – about gender and leadership.”

On completion, the films will go to secondary school teachers around PNG, along with discussion guides on the gender issues raised. International or film festival audiences are secondary as the focus remains capacity-building, she said.

The documentary films are being made by local PNG women, who receive training in everything from interview techniques to camera angles, sound recording and studio editing. In a country where access to media training is so limited, this is significant.

With the 2012 elections resulting in three women elected to PNG’s parliament Dr Spark, who was born and raised there, says times are clearly changing.

“This project is contributing to that sense of change and momentum by featuring strong women in the public domain where they’ve traditionally not been well represented. The project is providing opportunities for up-and-coming women filmmakers to tell these and ultimately other stories.”

Pawa Meri is a partnership between Victoria University and the Centre for Social and Creative Media at University of Goroka in the Eastern Highlands province of Papua New Guinea. It has been supported by a $313,000 AusAid grant and a $20,000 Endeavour Research Fellowship.

Dr Spark said this support was critical in allowing her to spend time in Papua New Guinea.

“Being there to build relationships with people on the ground has made such a huge difference to how this project is turning out,” she said. “In PNG everything hinges on social relationships, so living in Goroka for four months was crucial in establishing a sense of connection with my collaborators at the University of Goroka and with the women as subjects and directors for the films.”

Dr Spark is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow.

FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL CERIDWEN.SPARK@VU.EDU.AU OR VISIT VU.EDU.AU/CCDW

Pictured left: Dr Ceridwen Spark
A landmark study on perceptions of violent extremism in Australia has found media stereotyping may significantly threaten community safety, particularly for Muslim community members.

The national study by Professor Michele Grossman and Dr Hussein Tahiri of Victoria Police with the Australian Multicultural Foundation interviewed 542 Muslim and non-Muslim community leaders, young people and government staff on perceptions of violent extremism.

While participants saw the prospect of home-grown terrorism as fairly low due to Australia’s democratic system, relatively peaceful culture and geographic isolation, major concerns were identified over relentless media stereotyping that linked Islam and terrorism.

“A substantial number thought there was potential for peaceful Muslims to become radicalised because the steady diet of negative media about Islam was so pervasive and humiliating,” Professor Grossman said. “People felt commercial media were guilty of practising their own form of extremism through sensationalised, imbalanced and inaccurate representations of the connection between Islam, extremism and terrorism.”

The high level of distrust, cynicism and disenchantment with media reporting on Australia’s Islamic community was seen across all groups of participants.

“Commercial media were also seen as ignoring diverse or moderate views within the broader Australian Muslim community for commentary in favour of controversial or radical Muslim figures on the fringes,” she said.

Media’s potentially positive role in fostering knowledge about Islam as a religion, the place of Muslims in the community and a realistic understanding of radicalisation in Australia was also recognised. It was suggested media spokespeople representing the moderate majority of Australian Muslims be promoted.

The media’s role was just one aspect of the project, funded by $234,000 from the National Counter Terrorism Committee. It also investigated the role of police, government and community members in understanding and preventing violent extremism, including a focus on the internet and social media.

The 200-page report, received by the Federal Government in 2012, has been described by independent reviewer Professor Kevin Dunn from the University of Western Sydney as a “milestone in our understanding of these issues” that provides an “important snapshot” of community attitudes and beliefs around countering violent extremism. The report is being prepared for public release to the general community.

It’s one of a series of projects from Professor Grossman’s ongoing research partnership with Victoria Police, which began in 2006 with a Footscray Police forum on youth and the local Sudanese community. This forum initiated a major two-year study on youth and community policing, with Professor Jenny Sharples, culminating in the ‘Don’t Go There’ report, which has significantly informed Victoria Police’s youth strategy.

Professor Grossman said gathering relevant voices through qualitative research was important as communities themselves often had solutions to the problems.

“My role as researcher is to aid dialogue between agencies like Victoria Police and the community to understand more about each other and develop robust partnerships, whether it’s to improve attitudes, change behaviour or even counter violent extremism,” she said.

FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL MICHIELE.GROSSMAN@VU.EDU.AU OR VISIT VU.EDU.AU/CCDW
Researchers have shed light on how inflammatory bowel disease develops and how it might be better treated.

Neuroscientist Dr Kulmira Nurgali has proven the disease not only damages the gut lining, as previously known, but also kills one in five neurons inside the gut wall and permanently alters function in many remaining neurons.

“Neurons become hyperactive and hypersensitive following inflammation, meaning they don’t function how they used to,” Dr Nurgali said. “This begins a negative cycle as the dysfunctional neurons lead to more inflammation and in turn more neuron damage.”

Neurons are nerve cells that process and transmit information by electrical and chemical signaling. The network of neurons and nerves in the intestinal wall, known as the enteric nervous system, controls all gut function from the movement of food through the system to secretion of enzymes and digestion. As Dr Nurgali demonstrated, it is disruption of these neurons that leads to bloating, diarrhoea and constipation in those suffering inflammatory bowel disease.

The disease, often in the form of ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease, affects more than 60,000 Australians and costs the economy nearly $3 billion a year.

Dr Nurgali said defining exactly how a disease worked was crucial in knowing where to intervene with better treatment.

“There is currently no effective cure, while treatment involves surgical removal of the damaged part of the intestine and suppression of symptoms,” she said. “Our research has already indicated drugs protecting enteric nervous system neurons from damage during inflammation would help prevent or slow the disease.”

Since conducting her initial research using guinea pigs, Dr Nurgali has begun similar research on human enteric neurons with Professor Simon Brookes at Flinders University in a major study supported by the National Health and Medical Research Council.

“This research was previously almost impossible, but thanks to recent developments in technology and access to human tissue samples from the Victorian Cancer Biobank we are able to push on much further in this area,” she said.

Since joining Victoria University in 2010 Dr Nurgali has gathered a team consisting of a dozen research assistants, postdoctoral researchers and honours students. Another major part of her research focus is tackling side effects of chemotherapy for cancer sufferers.

Studies with Victoria University cancer expert Dr Crispin Dass and Western Health’s Dr Paul Senior are investigating the enteric nervous system’s role in nausea, diarrhoea, constipation, appetite loss and vomiting associated with chemotherapy.

In some cases, chemotherapy causes severe intestinal inflammation and bowel perforation, yet the drugs to alleviate these side effects themselves have side effects causing neurological, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal and renal impairments.

“The search for new ways to safely prevent the side effects of anti-cancer chemotherapy is crucial and we think the enteric nervous system plays a role,” she said. “It’s amazing the enteric nervous system has had so little attention. It’s a whole nervous system with roughly the same amount of neurons as the spinal cord and may hold the key to many illnesses.”

Dr Nurgali is an internationally recognised postdoctoral researcher with nearly 20 published journal papers in the field of enteric neuroscience.

---

FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL KULMIRA.NURGALI@VU.EDU.AU OR VISIT VU.EDU.AU/RESEARCH/BLD

Pictured left: Dr Kulmira Nurgali
Keeping the Water Flowing

Research on microscopic invertebrates is helping authorities face a major issue in global water management.

In an extensive three-year study Professor John Orbell and Research Fellow Dr Robin Mitra scoped the spread of tiny ‘bryozoan’ creatures in Victoria’s waterways, improved methods for identifying bryozoan species and investigated ways to eradicate them.

Professor Orbell said colonies of these pests were responsible for clogging water pipes, pumps, filters and water-usage meters across many of the world’s water networks.

“These tube-shaped animals with tentacles are each less than a millimetre long but together form clump-like colonies that are very pervasive and become a big problem for water authorities,” he said.

Clumps of bryozoans look similar to moss, which is why they are often referred to as ‘pipe moss’ or ‘tobacco weed’.

Water managers in Victoria alone spend tens of thousands of dollars a year to clean water distribution systems blocked by bryozoan colonies through a process known as ‘biofouling’.

“There is currently no ideal way of controlling or eradicating bryozoans, but the first step towards winning the battle is to know our enemy,” Professor Orbell said.

The $400,000 research project funded by Greater Wimmera Mallee Water and Tamarama Estate resulted in successful identification of up to ten species infesting the Northern Mallee Pipeline system, including species never before seen in Australia.

As well as information gathered through extensive field trips, researchers learnt a great deal through their work in the labs. There they managed the highly complicated task of germinating the organisms, which was valuable for studying their reproduction.

Along with University of Melbourne researchers they developed a new scanning electron microscope method to identify the bryozoan’s egg-like structures, known as statoblasts, which distribute their organism’s genetic material far and wide.

Professor Orbell said the different statoblasts of each species could hold the key to species-specific control methods for them.

“Some of the more problematic species have gas-filled flotation cells attached to their statoblasts,” he said. “This is a potential Achilles’ heel since these cells could be ruptured by exposing them to pulsed electromagnetic fields.”

Professor Orbell said the most effective control currently available was aggressive super chlorination, that there were health concerns associated with this method.

“We’re getting closer to winning this battle and it’s important that we do,” he said.

“But these organisms have been around almost unchanged since Precambrian times, 500 million years ago, so they know a thing or two about survival.”

The Northern Mallee Pipeline in north-west Victoria replaced older channels diverting water from the Murray River with pressurised pipelines, reducing water loss and providing better water quality.

Professor Orbell is a chemist associated with the Institute for Sustainability and Innovation, which specialises in applied research on drinking water, wastewater, recycled water, stormwater and industrial water applications.

He is a Fellow of the Royal Australian Chemical Institute and has received several awards in the fields of physical and environmental chemistry including a Johns Hopkins University Research Scholarship and a Vice-Chancellor’s award for excellence in research.

FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL JOHN.ORBELL@VU.EDU.AU OR VISIT VU.EDU.AU/ISI

Pictured left: Professor John Orbell
Water scientists have shown the viability of a new desalination technology that uses almost no electricity and could save huge amounts of water.

Project leader Associate Professor Mikel Duke said the three-month trial at Newport Power Station proved desalination of wastewater – which usually relies on large amounts of electricity – could instead be powered by an industry’s own waste heat.

“The membrane distillation technology uses waste heat to evaporate wastewater through a fine membrane,” Associate Professor Duke explained. “The evaporated water condenses on the other side of the membrane as treated water – at above tap water standard – for re-use around the plant.”

The trial conducted at Ecogen Energy’s gas-fired Newport Power Station showed the system used 50% less electricity to desalinate water than traditional techniques. An updated design was then shown to use 95% less electricity.

“It has now been proven to work and as energy and water become increasingly scarce this technology is a major development,” he said. “If it were scaled up to a continuously operating industry of similar size to the Newport Power Station it could desalinate 7 million litres of water per day, which is the equivalent of supplying fresh water to 25,000 Melburnians.”

Associate Professor Duke said many factories and industrial settings produced enough waste heat for this system to operate, but currently that heat is not harnessed.

“One of the most exciting outcomes of our tests is that the system can use waste heat as low as 30°C,” he said. Conventional evaporative desalination systems require 70°C or higher.

“We’ve seen several industrial cases where there is far more waste heat available than what’s needed to treat the entire site’s wastewater currently going to the sewer,” he said. “There are a lot of industries keenly watching this technology. We’re already in consultation with the mining, manufacturing and dairy industries as well as water utilities to move to larger pilot trials.”

The technology is relevant to many industries as saline wastewater from industrial processes is a common trade waste issue businesses must manage, both internally and in negotiation with water authorities.

“Membrane distillation technology is just emerging globally, so our demonstration project on an industry site puts us at the forefront of international progress,” Associate Professor Duke said.

The project was supported by the Smart Water Fund, led by Water Quality Research Australia and Victoria University’s Institute for Sustainability and Innovation, with support from City West Water, GWM Water and Integrated Elements.

The Institute for Sustainability and Innovation specialises in developing sustainable solutions for industry and community partners through water treatment technology, resource management, environmental and behavioural research.

The Institute is a world leader in membrane technology with Australian Research Council projects reducing water use in the dairy industry with Dairy Innovation Australia Limited, improving membrane durability and performance with Siemens Water Technologies and treating waste water more sustainably with Sunchon National University, Korea.

Associate Professor Duke is Principal Research Fellow in the Institute for Sustainability and Innovation and chairs the Membrane Society of Australasia.

FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL MIKEL.DUKE@VU.EDU.AU OR VISIT VU.EDU.AU/ISI

Pictured left: Associate Professor Mikel Duke
Surgery will be safer than ever before with computers predicting patients’ vital signs and providing early warning of complications during surgery.

Preliminary results from the PhysAnalyser program, developed by Victoria University’s Centre for Applied Informatics (CAI), show its potential to revolutionise medical operations by giving around 20 seconds prediction on blood pressure, heart rate and other vital signs.

CAI Director Professor Yanchun Zhang said his team had developed algorithms to read and compress patient’s body-function data in real-time.

“Where existing approaches to this technology are inefficient, too slow and not fully automatic, our team have succeeded with a program that analyses tremendous amounts of streaming data, collected from many sensors, in a short time,” he said.

Data taken each 3 milliseconds includes heart rate, arterial pressure, venous pressure and airway resistance. This information then feeds online displays of the patient’s predicted vital signs. The program can also trigger real-time warnings, query surgical decisions and store information from an operation.

Professor Zhang is leading the $445,000 Australian Research Council Linkage Project with Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital and Nanjing University of Finance and Economics in China.

He said their clear goal was reducing clinicians’ workloads and enhancing their medical performance without compromising service quality.

“Anaesthetists perform a vital role in monitoring the patient and adjusting the flow and type of anaesthetics to the patient during an operation,” he said. “Early awareness of possible complications is vital for an anaesthetist or surgeon to correctly react to a given situation.”

The PhysAnalyser can also be used to monitor intensive care patients after surgery and has been successfully tested with data from an operating theatre and intensive care units. Further tests to improve the system’s efficiency and effectiveness continue.

“The end point of all this technology is to improve success rates and reduce mortality in surgery and intensive care units by arming doctors with information and time to act on it,” Professor Zhang said.

Information and communication technologies play an increasingly important role in healthcare, from electronic medical records to communication systems, health portals and the organisation of research data.

The Victoria University team behind the technology includes Senior Research Fellow Dr Jing He, who won a 2012 Vice-Chancellor’s award for her outstanding publication record and international research reputation, Professor Xun Yi, Postdoctoral researcher Dr Guangyan Huang and PhD student Peng Zhang.

Industry partners include Professor Michael Steyn and Associate Professor Kersi Taraporewala from Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital and Professor Jie Cao from Nanjing University of Finance and Economics.

The Centre for Applied Informatics is a leading research group in computing, information technology and IT applications. The centre engages experts and government bodies around information technology applications with social benefit. Whilst the centre is multidisciplinary, research is focused on e-technology with high commercialisation potential.

FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL YANCHUN.ZHANG@VU.EDU.AU OR VISIT VU.EDU.AU/CAI

Pictured left: Professor Yanchun Zhang
One of the most accurate models yet for predicting drought has been developed through a PhD research project.

Dr Shishutosh Barua’s groundbreaking research produced an index capable of accurately forecasting drought conditions six months before they occur.

“This early detection of droughts will help water managers to implement drought mitigation strategies, such as deciding on water restrictions or storing water, before droughts occur,” Dr Barua said.

The water engineer developed his Nonlinear Aggregated Drought Index (NADI) in a study on the Yarra River catchment, which stretches from beyond Warburton to Port Phillip Bay and provides most of Melbourne’s water.

Dr Barua said most prediction models focused on rainfall as the single variable, which did not adequately represent the variety of drought conditions.

“My model measures water storage, stream flow, water in the soil and evaporation to gain a broader and more accurate assessment of a catchment’s dryness,” he said. “Once dryness has been assessed, past circumstances such as recent drought conditions and rainfall patterns are added to the equation to predict future drought conditions.”

As part of the study, Dr Barua tested the index’s capacity to detect major droughts in Victoria’s past. By entering historical data from the Bureau of Meteorology and Melbourne Water the NADI was able to accurately detect the intensity and severity of the state’s droughts in 1967/68, 1982/83 and from 1997 to 2010.

When entering the historical data into the standard rainfall-based drought prediction models – Deciles and the Standardized Precipitation Index – both models were less accurate than NADI, especially for Deciles.

“When big rainfall events occur for short periods, Deciles show that the drought is over which is clearly not the case,” Dr Barua said. “NADI fluctuates more accurately in and out of droughts and mirrors the reality much more closely.”

Dr Barua said the latest 13-year drought – officially the worst on record – showed how vulnerable we were to water shortages in Australia. He said he hoped his tool would allow governments and water authorities to better prepare for the next inevitable drought.

“There have been frequent droughts in the past 60 years and it is likely droughts will become more frequent in coming years according to climate change scenarios,” Dr Barua said.

Bureau of Meteorology acting deputy director of Climate and Water Dr Dasarath Jayasuriya applauded the research.

“It represents a significant contribution to managing the social, economic and environmental impacts of droughts,” Dr Jayasuriya said. “With further development the methodology could potentially assist in managing droughts more effectively globally.”

Since completing his PhD under the supervision of Professor Chris Perera and Dr Anne Ng, Dr Barua has worked at the Victorian Department of Sustainability and Environment and the Bureau of Meteorology as a hydrologist.

Victoria University’s Water Resources Research Group works closely with the Institute of Sustainability and Innovation, the water industry and other universities.

The group’s expertise includes water resource planning, integrated urban water management, hydrological modeling, water infrastructure management and river water quality modeling.

FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL CHRIS.PERERA@VU.EDU.AU OR VISIT VU.EDU.AU/ISI

Pictured left: Dr Shishutosh Barua
Researchers are helping China launch an electric vehicle industry in a bid to tackle carbon emissions and air pollution. Centre for Strategic Economic Studies researchers Dr Alex English and Dr Kim Sweeny have developed an electric vehicle roadmap with China’s Energy Research Institute.

Their report suggested government purchasing polices and infrastructure programs to achieve a competitive electric vehicle industry. They also gave advice on taxes, industry subsidies and rebates for vehicles with lower emissions and recommended a focus on battery technology and charging station networks as critical steps in making electric vehicles more attractive.

“The success of electric vehicles remains dependent upon overcoming three major barriers: battery technology, high upfront cost and inadequate infrastructure,” Dr English said.

He said while China had been established in automotive component exports for some time, it was now poised to make a serious attempt at becoming a global leader in producing electric vehicles by 2020.

“China recently emerged as the world’s largest manufacturer and market for motor vehicles,” Dr English said. “While launching itself on the international market with a new generation of low cost vehicles, China is also targeting the cutting edge of innovation with a strong commitment to new energy vehicles.”

With the number of vehicles in China projected to reach 360 million by 2030 the project aims to have 94 million of those as electric vehicles, each able to travel 400km per charge from a fully integrated network including solar and mobile charging stations.

Dr Sweeny said while China’s economy was usually associated with negative environmental impacts, significant positive opportunities existed in the nation’s massive domestic market and highly skilled and low-cost production sectors, especially in bringing innovative products and clean technologies to market through mass production.

“The scale of China’s domestic market and access to international markets ensures that if China can make low-cost energy efficient products, then not only will they capture a significant share of the global market but they will also force producers in other countries to adopt advanced, clean tech approaches,” Dr Sweeny said. “Both these effects would generate significant global energy savings and lower carbon emissions.”

Since 2009 the Centre for Strategic Economic Studies has collaborated with China’s Energy Research Institute on research to guide policies for reducing China’s energy use and emissions. The electric vehicle industry plan is one project in that program. It was funded $165,000 by the Australian Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency as part of bilateral support for energy efficiency research. Other China-based projects for the Centre include planning sustainable cities, policies for developing ultra-efficient air conditioners and rebalancing China’s economic structure.

The Energy Research Institute of the National Development and Reform Commission is China’s leading energy research organisation, playing a key role in shaping and informing the government’s energy and climate change policies.

The Centre for Strategic Economic Studies was established in 1993 and has developed a reputation for high quality research outputs in applied economics with a focus on the processes of economic, technological, environmental and social change in the Asia Pacific region.

For more information email alex.english@vu.edu.au or visit vu.edu.au/cses
MENTORING BETTER TEACHERS

Early childhood research is improving teacher quality and laying the groundwork for rollout of a state-wide mentoring program.

Victoria University’s early childhood team is leading implementation and evaluation of a $1.3 million mentoring program with Deakin University for the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development.

So far, mentors have helped two cohorts of new or professionally-isolated teachers develop teamwork, leadership and teaching skills at 113 kindergartens and day care centres across Victoria.

Lead researcher Associate Professor Andrea Nolan said mentees had gained confidence in their practical skills, while also developing a stronger sense of identity as professionals in the field.

“Teachers said it helped them so much to have someone outside their centre, with experience in the field, to talk through problems with and arrive at solutions rather than just going it alone,” she said.

“We measure success in how this mentoring influences their teaching because in the end it’s all about the children having the best quality education and care so they can reach their potential.”

Mentors and mentees in the program meet regularly to discuss progress on areas they identified for improvement. St Albans kindergarten teacher Maria Tenaglia said the working relationship with her mentor Kirsten Agius had been a valuable one.

“It’s really helped me to evaluate new ideas and approaches in my practice, and I think that’s made me a better teacher,” she said.

The program is part of a larger project informing government and education providers on models for mentoring of early childhood teachers, ahead of an industry move to Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT) registration.

Currently, primary and secondary teachers have comprehensive teacher development programs as part of their VIT registration, while as of 2012, the qualified yet unregistered teachers in early childhood education do not.

Associate Professor Nolan said the evaluation had taught them valuable lessons, not only about the benefits of mentoring for early childhood teachers, but also the drivers and support services necessary to sustain a state-wide mentoring program.

“The importance of this research is in understanding how a mentoring program like this can work successfully in the early childhood sector, given all its complexity and diversity that make it so unlike the primary and secondary education environments,” she said.

Victoria’s Minister for Children and Early Childhood Development, Wendy Lovell, attended graduation of the program’s first cohort in mid-2012 to publicly thank researchers for how comprehensively designed and delivered the program had been.

Associate Professor Nolan has developed a national profile in early childhood research and is also working on New Zealand’s rollout of teacher mentoring and induction programs.

While Associate Professor Nolan boasts an impressive record of academic publications, she also maintains a strong commitment to making her research accessible to a non-academic audience through contributions to Early Childhood Australia’s ‘Research in Practice’ series.

“I’m passionate about my research but also about getting results into the field where it influence how teachers teach and children learn,” she said. “That’s why I’m a researcher.”
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GREENING ACROSS CULTURES

Research is helping migrant communities, government staff and housing agencies understand each other on sustainable living.

Professor Anne-Marie Hede interviewed members of Melbourne’s Vietnamese and Sudanese communities on attitudes and behavior for saving water and electricity, recycling, growing vegetables and composting.

The consumer behaviour expert found keen support for green living but also barriers to taking action: interestingly not those outsiders had assumed.

When interviewed for the project, landlords, estate agents and government workers suggested the Sudanese were too focused on basic survival in their new land to worry about sustainability.

“They also believed Sudanese, having come from Africa, did not necessarily equate Australia with drought affliction and did not, as a consequence, worry about conserving water,” she said.

These views were not, however, echoed by members of the Sudanese community who understood the importance of sustainability, valued growing their own vegetables and were keen to learn more about saving energy.

What stopped many of the Sudanese participants from living green was their housing situation.

“Most of those living in public housing have no access to recycling, while composting had been stopped due to health concerns,” Professor Hede said. “Gaining a plot in one of the estate’s community gardens often involved long waits and no other space was available.”

Another problem was shared billing in public housing, meaning despite one household working hard to reduce energy consumption they did not always see a reduction in their bills, which sometimes became a disincentive to change habits.

The Vietnamese community was seen by landlords, estate agents and government workers as very attuned to ideas of sustainability and this perception was reinforced by the Vietnamese participants in the study. However, many expressed frustration at the difficulties of accessing and understanding government subsidies and rebates.

Professor Hede said the findings provided an evidence base for programs tackling these issues and has recommended an expansion of community gardens at housing estates, trials in recycling, individual energy billing and incentives for neighbours in estates to reduce costs collectively. The study has also highlighted the importance of tailoring communications on subsidies and rebates in each community’s language.

“Also, it’s important to educate landlords and government agencies about the positive attitudes Vietnamese and Sudanese communities already have about sustainability,” she said.

Sustainability Victoria CEO Stan Krpan said the research would inform better engagement programs.

“A key challenge with sustainability programs is accessibility. This research helps us understand the particular needs of cultural and linguistically diverse communities and how we can better tailor services,” he said.

The project involved Victoria University’s Community Engagement Coordinator Elleni Bereded-Samuel and Postdoctoral Research Fellow Dr Judith Mair. It was funded by the Victorian Government Sustainability Fund, led by Maribyrnong City Council and Victoria University. The Real Estate Institute of Victoria and Western Alliance for Greenhouse Action also lent support.
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GIVING ATHLETES THE EDGE

Victoria University sports scientists are developing new ways to give Australia’s elite athletes the competitive edge.

Dr David Rouffet’s research in the Institute for Sport, Exercise and Active Living (ISEAL) led to performance improvements of 1% for Australia’s top cyclists, including Anna Meares and Shane Perkins, who won sprint gold and sprint bronze respectively at the 2012 London Olympic Games.

“The improvement we can achieve may not sound like much but is in fact massive for an elite sprint cyclist,” Dr Rouffet said.

“The gap between the 3rd and 4th times for the men’s sprint qualifier in London was 0.8% – our work can be the difference between winning a medal or not.”

The major innovation was a small computer used to measure pedal power. Developed by Victoria University engineers Ian Fairweather, Robert Stokes and Rhett Stephens, the 72-gram Torxtar™ is small enough to fit beneath bicycle saddles in training and competition.

“This provided a unique opportunity for coaches and athletes to evaluate pedal power generation in a competition environment, which is considerably more useful than relying solely on data from a stationary bike ergometer in the lab,” he said.

Researchers worked on the method with coaches, athletes and scientists from Cycling Victoria, Cycling Australia, the Victorian Institute of Sport and the Australian Institute of Sport leading up to the 2012 Olympics.

It’s one of almost 20 collaborative projects between Victoria University, the Australian Sports Commission and Australian Institute of Sport (AIS). Worth around $1 million, the projects include Tennis Australia, Gymnastics Australia and other peak sporting bodies as partners.

AIS director Matt Favier said the decision to partner with ISEAL was based on its research depth and quality facilities.

“What makes the Institute unique is that it brings together all the best people to form a critical mass of expertise,” he said.

Other projects cover athlete development, bike set-ups to maximise speed in BMX supercross, nutritional supplements to enhance performance, and fabrics worn to improve kicking and goal shooting in Australian football and netball.

While most research in the partnership focuses on athletic performance and sports participation, ISEAL Director Professor Hans Westerbeek and Senior Research Fellow Dr Camilla Brockett are leading research into bureaucratic structures for elite sport.

Sports Policy factors Leading to International Sporting Success (SPLISS) involves researchers from the Netherlands, United Kingdom, Belgium and Australia investigating how sport is organised and financed; how talented athletes are identified, supported, coached and exposed to international competition; and how sports facilities and research operates in 16 countries.

Professor Westerbeek said the goal was to understand which government programs, in isolation or integration, were most likely to achieve Olympic medals and international titles.

“We know it’s not as simple as putting more money in to get more medals out,” he said. “While investment is hugely important we want to shed more light on what happens in the middle of that complex equation.”

ISEAL is building a strong reputation for quality research and meaningful partnerships in elite and grassroots sport, active living and social and management sciences.
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UNLOCKING THE SECRETS OF BONES

Researchers have discovered a hormone produced in bones that may hold the key to better treatment and control of type 2 diabetes.

Institute for Sport, Exercise and Active Living researcher Dr Itamar Levinger highlighted the important link while studying the effects of physical activity on bone metabolism, sugar control and cardiovascular risk.

Studies have shown that bones do not just provide structural support for our muscles, but actually help regulate glucose in our bloodstream through a protein molecule called undercarboxylated osteocalcin (ucOC).

“Our team has shown that changes in ucOC after physical activity correlate with the reduction in blood glucose levels,” Dr Levinger said. “We are now looking into exactly how ucOC and muscles interact to increase glucose uptake after exercise.”

Dr Levinger has further shown that bone structure, not just bone metabolism, may contribute to sugar control.

“These hormones are actually produced on the surface of the bone’s internal cavities,” he said. “Therefore, bones with larger internal cavities could potentially produce more hormones, while denser bones with less internal space could produce less of these hormones associated with blood sugar control.”

The body’s regulation of glucose in the bloodstream is an important biological function. Problems with this process can lead to obesity, type 2 diabetes and an increased risk of cardiovascular disease.

Dr Levinger said better understanding glucose control opened possibilities for diabetes prevention and management through new drugs to interact more effectively with the system’s pathways.

“Current drug therapy, designed to control blood glucose levels in people with type 2 diabetes, may be limited and have negative effects on bone health,” he said. “By better understanding the connection between our bones and blood sugar control we hope to open the door to drugs controlling blood glucose via the bones, which could improve both blood sugar control and bone health.”

Diabetes is a chronic disease with serious complications. It currently affects an estimated 1.8 million Australians with about 275 adults developing the disease every day, according to Diabetes Australia.

The cost of diabetes to the Australian community and the individuals affected is significant: Government health budgets are impacted to the extent of an estimated $6 billion each year, while people living with diabetes are hit with increased personal health costs.

Dr Levinger is a Heart Foundation Postdoctoral Research Fellow. His research involves major collaborations with Professor Ego Seeman and others at Austin Health and the University of Melbourne, as well as partners at Western Health and Deakin University.

His work has been funded by the Helen Macpherson Smith Trust, the Diabetes Australia Research Trust and the Heart Foundation. It is also supported through the federally-funded Collaborative Research Network.

Dr Levinger completed his PhD at Victoria University in 2008 and has already established a strong research reputation in his field; with over 20 research papers published in leading journals. He has expertise in exercise rehabilitation for patients with cardiovascular and metabolic diseases and strong relationships with industry and research bodies in those areas.
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PREVENTING HOUSE FIRE DEATHS

Research is helping authorities understand house fire risk through one of the most comprehensive fire fatality databases in the world.

A research team led by Professor Dorothy Bruck has built the database over five years, recording 150 variables from coronial files on more than 400 fatalities caused by house fires in Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland.

“Fire crews arrive and take basic information but nothing like the data we collect, so while they know about the fire they know very little about the victim,” she said. “Coroner’s files are such a rich source of information allowing detailed investigations about who is dying in house fires and why.”

In one study researchers looked at Coroners’ records for the 95 fire victims tested for blood alcohol and found 58% had positive results, most with high levels of intoxication exceeding 0.10% Blood Alcohol Concentration.

Professor Bruck said few of those intoxicated victims had obstacles, such as barred windows or blocked exits, preventing their escape from the fire.

“The implication is that at least some intoxicated victims might have survived had they been roused in time,” she said.

But the biggest issue appeared to be the combination of heavy drinking and smoking. The study showed victims who’d been drinking were nearly five times more likely to die in fires involving ‘smoking materials’ like discarded cigarettes.

The database has also allowed the first detailed look at the role of mental illness in house fire death. In about half the 101 Victorian deaths examined victims were either definitely or probably suffering from a diagnosable mental illness. Interestingly, this group were six times more likely to have a history of careless smoking – as evidenced by cigarette burns in carpets, clothes and furniture – than those without a mental illness.

Meanwhile the group’s research on human behavior in fire has led to new standards for smoke alarm signals being adopted by the US National Fire Protection Association. Similar changes are under consideration in Australia.

A further study, supported by an Australian Research Council Linkage Project and the Australian Building Control Board, suggested nearly half of house fire deaths could be prevented with interlinked smoke alarms throughout houses.

The research program originally launched by Professor Bruck and Professor Ian Thomas five years ago has attracted several honours, PhD and postdoctoral researchers who help code files and analyse data. Professor Bruck received a 2012 Vice-Chancellor’s award for outstanding leadership based on the international quality, impact, recognition and success she’s achieved.

Another member of the research team, Dr Michelle Ball, said the research was now moving onto development of a fire survivors database.

“With this we’ll be able to compare the two databases and ask what it is about the people who die versus the survivors,” Dr Ball said. “This is the next critical step in understanding and preventing death in house fires.”

The team works within the University’s Centre for Environmental Safety And Risk Engineering and partners with the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, Country Fire Authority, Bushfire Collaborative Research Centre, Office of the Emergency Services Commissioner and others.
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DATABASE INCLUDES 150 VARIABLES ON MORE THAN 400 FATAL FIRES IN VICTORIA, NEW SOUTH WALES AND QUEENSLAND

OF 95 VICTIMS TESTED FOR BLOOD ALCOHOL,

58%

HAD POSITIVE RESULTS, MOST WITH LEVELS EXCEEDING 0.10% BAC

“CORONER’S FILES ARE SUCH A RICH SOURCE OF INFORMATION ALLOWING DETAILED INVESTIGATIONS ABOUT WHO IS DYING IN HOUSE FIRES AND WHY.”

Pictured left: Erin Doolan, Donna Wheatley, Dr Lin Xiong, Dr Michelle Ball and Kirsten Meyer
Mapping Industrial Relations

The first ever survey on HR practices in Australian multinational companies shows trade unions still play a major role in our industrial relations landscape.

Victoria Graduate School of Business director, Professor Pauline Stanton, said while trade union density had declined to less than 20% of the Australian workforce, research showed almost 60% of multinationals based in Australia recognised trade unions for collective bargaining on at least some of their sites.

"Despite the general decline of trade unions, clearly they remain a force to be reckoned with," Professor Stanton said.

However, the study of more than 200 multinationals also showed 86% of human resource directors in these companies preferred to deal directly with employees than through unions.

"Many managers believe dealing directly with staff, when done well, can actually lead to more effective organisations and more engaged staff," Professor Stanton said. "It’s also a question of power: from the perspective of HR managers there is a big difference between dealing with the collective power of a union or the individual employees."

The study highlighted how despite their preferences, human resource directors in multinationals couldn’t always have their way, especially in highly unionised sectors such as retail, wholesale and manufacturing.

"Multinationals are having to balance pressure for developing globally integrated HR policies on the one hand, while adapting to local environment demands on the other," she said.

This view is supported by PhD student Gitika Sablok who found highly unionised foreign owned multinationals were more likely to use ‘quality circles’ and less likely to use formal performance appraisals, suggesting trade union presence has some impact on HR management practices.

Quality circles are problem solving groups that discuss issues of quality, production or service delivery in the workplace.

Ms Sablok also found multinationals from Europe and Asia where more likely to adopt a dualistic approach – engaging with trade unions but also using direct approaches with employees – than those from the US.

“These companies are practising a more sophisticated form of strategic human resource management that recognises working with unions, as well as engaging directly with employees, can be a beneficial company strategy particularly where unions are entrenched,” Ms Sablok said.

Such companies often also have Australian HR representatives on their global HR committees, bringing with them important insights on the local industrial relations landscape.

A full report from the nation-wide survey was launched at Victoria University by Australian Human Resource Institute president Peter Wilson. This research is part of an even larger-scale Australian Research Council Discovery Project through the University of South Australia which will compare Australian multinationals with those in 10 countries. Victoria University is collaborating with an international network including King’s College London, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and the University of Montreal.

Professor Stanton has over 80 peer-reviewed publications in international and domestic journals and has consulted widely in strategic human resource management to industry.

The Victoria Graduate School of Business boasts close ties to industry and partners in China, Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Germany, India and the United States.

For more information email Pauline.Stanton@vu.edu.au or visit vu.edu.au/vgsb
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Aligning Education Qualifications

Victoria University researchers have taken the guesswork out of deciding education pathways, credit transfers and equivalent levels by aligning every post-secondary qualification in Australia.

Work-based Education Research Centre deputy director Associate Professor Shelley Gillis said their success in the federally-funded project had bolstered Australia’s position as a world leader in designing qualification frameworks.

“This project will ensure that Australian qualifications continue to be highly regarded nationally and internationally and that this country retains its reputation as an educational leader and innovator,” she said.

The previous Australian Qualifications Framework covered 14 qualification types – from Certificate I to PhD – across school, vocational and higher education sectors.

By calibrating the 14 qualifications onto a single level framework, the researchers identified overlaps and similarities between some qualifications. For example the Victorian Certificate of Education and Certificate III had similar levels of complexity, as did honours and postgraduate diplomas, meaning the number of qualifications levels could be reduced to 10. Importantly, this has made finding pathways and credit transfers between them much easier.

“Prior to this study it was uncertain how different qualifications within and across sectors related to each other, as there was no explicit taxonomy of learning outcomes or reference levels that described exactly what each qualification involved,” Associate Professor Gillis said.

“This calibration clearly defined each level and in doing so improves the ability of Australian students to move around the country and the world whilst having their qualifications recognised more easily.”


The Australia Qualifications Framework Council had acknowledged the need to update the framework with a more explicit and transparent levels structure, and had begun industry consultation towards that end. But when Associate Professor Gillis and Professor Margaret Wu proposed their rigorous approach to defining qualification levels through complex survey design and psychometric analysis, the Federal Government were so impressed they commissioned the pair for the $114,000 study.

Associate Professor Gillis and Professor Wu from the University’s Work-based Education Research Centre are acknowledged amongst the few with expertise to undertake this type of research in Australia.

Following this success, the Australian Government has since commissioned them to apply their methodology to empirically align the Australian Core Skills Framework with Adult Literacy and Life Skills surveys, which are used in national planning and OECD reports.

“This project is aimed at getting more frequent and accurate information on the literacy and numeracy progression of particular groups of adult learners against national goals,” Associate Professor Gillis said.

This project received funding of $171,000 under the National Vocational Education and Training Research Evaluation Program.

These are just two of the high profile research projects undertaken by WERC. As well as research and development activities, the centre also undertakes product development, capacity building and publishing functions.
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STREAMLINING PORT LOGISTICS

Logistics researchers have fostered industry cooperation over projects that will inform port planning for decades to come.

The Institute for Supply Chain and Logistics, in partnership with IMIS/Aurecon consultancy, tracked 75,000 containers from origin to destination through the Port of Melbourne. They recorded everything from ship and container size to timing, truck type and route taken. From this data – the most comprehensive collected in Australia – researchers mapped 250 stages in the movement of containers at the port and freight rail terminal. These freight movements were then forecast to 2050.

The Institute has now completed similar studies on port container chains in Adelaide, Sydney and Brisbane using the methodology developed in Melbourne.

Lead researcher Dr Hermione Parsons said accurate mapping of supply chains, which they first achieved in the Port of Melbourne study, allowed better planning and streamlining of port activities.

“This research forms an authoritative basis for strategic public and private sector planning, policy, strategy forecasting, implementation and investment for the next 30 years,” she said. “It’s also a significant step towards reducing traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions associated with Port of Melbourne activities.”

The exceptional detail of the study was made possible by companies agreeing to provide commercial in confidence data for every container moved during the sample period.

Over 200 transport operators service the Port of Melbourne with 25 of these operators responsible for around 75% of the work. By building trust with industry partners, researchers were able to include data from all these major players among the 105 importers and exporters, container parks, freight forwarders, stevedores and rail operators involved in the study. Australian Customs and Border Protection Services and Australian Quarantine Inspection Service also provided data.

“This cooperation is unprecedented in Australia,” Dr Parsons said. “The industry is highly competitive and most businesses operate on low profit margins, hence there is often a reticence to share information on customers or business relationships. However, as an independent and impartial research institute with a focus on business relationships we managed to overcome that hurdle.”

In 2010 the study was awarded a national university Business and Higher Education Round Table (BHERT) award for collaboration in research. In 2012 the Institute was appointed preferred supplier to the federal Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics.

Dr Parsons said the efficiency, productivity and global competitiveness of supply chains were vital not only to business success, but for the wellbeing of the economy as a whole.

The supply chain industry is one of Australia’s largest economic sectors, contributing 14.5% to GDP, employing more than 1.2 million people and contributing $90 billion to the Australian economy each year.

The Port of Melbourne is Australia’s largest container and general cargo port, handling 37% of the nation’s container trade.

Forty-two container shipping lines and cargo carriers make around 3,200 ship calls a year to Melbourne, providing services to major ports around the world.

The Port of Melbourne study was funded by the Port of Melbourne Corporation, the Victorian Department of Transport and Essential Services Commission.
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SPROUTING HEALTHIER GRAINS

Research on common breakfast cereal grains has uncovered new possibilities for preventing cancer and diabetes.

Dr Osaana Donkor from the Advanced Food Systems Research Unit initially identified the health benefits of bread and cereal grains and then went on to uncover how those benefits increased greatly after germination.

“Currently we use non-germinated seeds in our cereals but this research suggests using germinated seeds could have major public health benefits in preventing common chronic diseases such as cancer and diabetes,” Dr Donkor said.

In the Sanitarium-funded trial Dr Donkor and his team analysed the bioactive compounds and antioxidants in barley, brown rice, buckwheat, oats, rye, sorghum and wheat.

The research identified high levels of antioxidants, which act by mopping-up the reactive oxygen that can cause genetic deformation and cancer in cells.

Dr Donkor also identified arabinoxylan carbohydrates, which have been reported to improve metabolic control in people with type 2 diabetes.

“Arabinoxylan is also associated with the formation of short-chain fatty acids, the reduction of serum cholesterol and improved adsorption of calcium and magnesium,” he said.

While the presence of these compounds was expected, the breakthrough came when comparing their levels in grains before and after germination. The research team, including Associate Professor Todor Vasiljevic and Professor Lily Stojanovska, found all these compounds with major health benefits were present in much greater amounts after the seed germinated.

“We saw how inbuilt indigenous enzymes start releasing these compounds in germination, essentially unlocking the energy built within these food materials,” Dr Donkor said.

“This means through germination we can increase the nutritional components of these grains and in turn improve the nutritional value of breakfast cereals by making them germinate before being dried for use,” he said. “This could have a major public health impact in helping prevent cancer and diabetes.”

Sanitarium’s strategic research manager Dr John Ashton said the research collaboration had proven fruitful.

“The Victoria University team was able to carry out the studies efficiently, complete the project on time and obtain successful results,” he said. “The pilot data will be used by Sanitarium to plan further research which will hopefully lead to novel sprouted grain products being developed.”

Dr Donkor completed his medical, forensics and analytical chemistry undergraduate studies with Victoria University back in 2003, then achieved a major breakthrough with his PhD identifying how particular peptides in yoghurt are able to reduce hypertension.

Now as a researcher in the Advanced Food Systems Research Unit – which won a 2012 Vice-Chancellor’s award for excellence in research and research training – he is part of a cutting edge team working closely with the Institute for Sustainability and Innovation.

Advanced Food Systems research tackles the challenges of sustainability and healthy diet for a growing population through scientific and technological advancements.

The Research Unit’s expertise include food processing, nutraceuticals, dairy science and microbial and enzyme technology.
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OXIDATION IN THE HUMAN BODY PRODUCES CHEMICALS CALLED FREE RADICALS, WHICH HAVE BEEN LINKED TO SEVERAL DISEASES INCLUDING CANCER. OXIDATION CAN BE ACCELERATED BY STRESS, CIGARETTE SMOKING, ALCOHOL, SUNLIGHT, POLLUTION AND OTHER FACTORS

ANTIOXIDANTS ARE COMPOUNDS IN FOODS THAT NEUTRALISE FREE RADICALS. PLANT-BASED FOODS, INCLUDING CEREALS, CONTAIN SIGNIFICANTLY MORE ANTIOXIDANTS THAN NON-PLANT FOODS

“CURRENTLY WE USE NON-GERMINATED SEEDS IN OUR CEREALS BUT THIS RESEARCH SUGGESTS USING GERMINATED SEEDS COULD HAVE MAJOR PUBLIC HEALTH BENEFITS IN PREVENTING COMMON CHRONIC DISEASES SUCH AS CANCER AND DIABETES.”
Researchers are testing the engineering limits for oil rigs to withstand tsunamis and blazing infernos.

Centre for Environmental Safety and Risk Engineering researcher Dr Maurice Guerrieri said the $400,000 project with oil services company Aker Solutions involved testing precisely how much heat and wave pressure offshore oil platforms could withstand.

"Due to the recent number of devastating earthquakes followed by tsunamis in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, there is urgency in researching the performance of offshore oil rig structures from a multi-physics perspective, specifically the combined effects of fluid, fire and structural interactions," Dr Guerrieri said.

For the study a 40-tonne section of rig was flown from Singapore to the Centre’s purpose built fire-testing facilities in Werribee.

Once the parts were assembled, Dr Guerrieri tested the performance of a 47cm-wide steel drivelock connector – one joint within the large structure – in five stages, simulating the forces endured by offshore rigs under various fire and tsunami conditions.

Dr Guerrieri said the rig’s drivelock assembly was tested because it was the part that would undergo combined pressure, bending and fire forces when used in offshore oil rigs.

The drivelock assembly was housed in a specially constructed furnace and blasted at 1,100 degrees celsius. The part was then put under pressure from 15,000 psi to 20,000 psi – covering and exceeding the range of pressures in the world’s deepest oceans more than 10km below the surface.

In another test massive amounts of force were applied in different directions to simulate wave activity.

“It was a huge engineering test requiring all aspects of engineering from structural, mechanical to heat and transfer engineering all working together,” Dr Guerrieri said. “We really pushed the fluid pressure, bending force and fire exposure to absolute limits but through the beauty of the engineering design it held.”

The results were measured against the American Petroleum Institute standards for fire testing rig parts, with the tests witnessed and endorsed by Lloyds Engineers.

Dr Guerrieri said firms like Aker Solutions contacted the Centre for Environmental Safety and Risk Engineering based on its global reputation for state-of-the-art fire engineering testing and relevant research expertise.

The Centre’s research facilities include a fire test room to study fire behaviour and smoke movement in enclosed spaces, two furnaces to test structural components in fire and calorimeters, which measure ignition time, mass loss, combustion products, heat release rate and other data from burning materials.

Since the Aker Solutions project, the Centre also possesses the world’s only registered test rig in accordance with API standards for fire testing of certain parts.

The Centre for Environmental Safety and Risk Engineering carries out research on the spread of smoke and fire in buildings, fire extinguishment and the way structures respond to fire.

The Centre’s research staff have experience in areas of structural behavior and design, heat transfer, mechanical systems, human behaviour in fire, risk assessment, management and detection systems and environmentally sustainable building design.
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OPENING DOORS TO OPPORTUNITY

Education specialists are charting the path to better quality teaching and more engaged learning at schools and universities.

The Victoria Institute for Education, Diversity and Lifelong Learning team is leading implementation of a US-based university-readiness program at nearly 20 schools and universities across Australia and New Zealand. While leading the $1.4 million federally-funded project, researchers will also evaluate the program’s viability in the local context.

The Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID) program includes training and support for teachers on engaging and collaborative strategies to teach reading, writing, inquiry, collaboration and organisational skills. It targets primary, secondary and tertiary teachers.

The Institute’s Associate Professor Katie Hughes said AVID also aims to build support around underachieving students, especially those with no university aspirations, to successfully enter and persist in tertiary education.

“You can’t just wait until year 11 or 12 to help these students get to university: You need to go right back to the early years and teach them skills to engage with education success, then continue that support right through,” she said.

An inquiry-based methodology is used to engage students in deep thinking, develop curiosity for learning and persistence in completing tasks. Students are taught to become independent learners and build lifelong learning skills that are transferrable to university and the workplace.

The Victoria Institute identified AVID as the most effective university-readiness system in a global scan. AVID began 32 years ago in the United States with one teacher attempting to narrow the achievement gap between students from university-going backgrounds and those from underprivileged backgrounds.

It has since grown to include over 500,000 students in 5,000 schools in the US and around the world.

Adjunct Professor Jim Donohue is working with the Victoria Institute after 14 years researching AVID in the US and Canada.

He said that with support from AVID, many students who weren’t expected to enter tertiary education had ended up at the most selective US universities.

US Data from 2011 on 27,783 AVID graduates showed 89% applied for university and 74% were accepted.

“Previous research also shows schools implementing AVID strategies experience whole-school reform as students and teachers raise their learning aspirations and strive for excellence,” he said.

The research team spent much of 2012 preparing to launch the program in 2013. This has included training schools in data collection and research methods, empowering them to drive their own institutional change. Researchers expect the number of schools and universities involved to grow rapidly.

The Victoria University team is partnering with schools and universities across Australia funded by the Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations.
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Victoria University values its research partnerships with business, government and not-for-profit organisations. Here are just some of those we’ve worked with.

Aboriginal Affairs Victoria
Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia
Aged and Community Services Australia
Alberta Health Services, Canada
ANZ Trustees
APSR
Arup
ASICS Oceania Pty Ltd
Association of Independent Schools of South Australia
AstraZeneca
AusAID
Austen Health
Australian Academy of the Humanities
Australian Amalgamated Terminals Pty Limited
Australian Building Codes Board
Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research
Australian Communities Foundation
Australian Computer Society
Australian e-Health Research Centre
Australian Football League
Australian Institute of Sport
Australian Learning and Teaching Council Limited
Australian Lupin Processing
Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute
Australian Research Council
Australian Rotary Health
Australian Sports Commission
Australian Vietnamese Women’s Association
AZPA Pharmaceuticals Pty Ltd
Beijing Jiaotong University
BEVP
BHP Billiton
Bilfinger Berger Australia Pty Ltd
Bioscreen
BirdLife Australia
Brazilian Olympic Committee
British Telecommunications PLC, UK
Brotherhood of St Laurence
Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre
Canadian High Commission, Canberra
Catholic Education Commission of Victoria Ltd
Central University of Finance and Economics, China
Centre for Multicultural Youth
Centre International d’Etude du Sport
Chosun Refractories Co Ltd, South Korea
Cl Ceramics (Aust.) Pty Ltd
City of Greater Geelong
City of Melbourne
City of Port Phillip
City West Water
CMA Recycling
Community Arts Network Western Australia (CAN WA)
Consulate of Malaysia
Corangamite CMA
Country Fire Authority
CPA Australia
CRC for Biomedical Imaging Development
CSIRO
Dairy Innovation Australia Limited
Deakin University
Decision Resources
Defence Science and Technology Organisation
Denmark’s Electronic Research Library
Department of Business and Innovation, Victoria
Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, Australian Government
Department of Conservation, New Zealand
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, Australian Government
Department of Education, Training & Employment, Queensland
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australian Government
Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research, Australian Government
Department of Justice, Victoria
Department of Human Services, Australian Government
Department of Infrastructure & Transport, Australian Government
Department of Industry, Innovation, Science and Research, Australian Government
Department of Planning and Community Development, Victoria
Department of Primary Industries, Victoria
Department of Sustainability and Environment, Victoria
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Australian Government
Department of Transport, Victoria
Department of Treasury and Finance, Victoria
Destination Melbourne
Diabetes Australia
Dolphin Swim Australia Pty Ltd
Edith Cowan University
EdPartnerships International Pty Ltd
Eli Lilly
Embassy of the Republic of Macedonia, Australia
Esso Australia Pty Ltd
Evolve
eWorks
Exercise and Sports Science Australia (ESSA)
Fisheries Victoria, Department of Primary Industries
Fontier Cooperative Group
Footscray Community Arts
Gardiner Foundation
Geelong Food Co-products Cluster
Geelong Otway Tourism
Government of Bangladesh
Great Socialist People’s Party, Libya
GWMWater
Hagihara Industries Inc.
Helen Macpherson Smith Trust
Ian Potter Foundation
IMIS Integrated Management Information Systems Pty Ltd
IMS Health
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia
Institute of Public Accountants (IPA), Australia
International Association for Accounting Education and Research
International Council for Canadian Studies
International Research Student Fees
Italian Historical Society – COASIT
Italo-Australian Welfare and Cultural Centre Inc
Kasetsart University, Si (Sri) Racha Campus, Thailand
Kellogg Brown and Root Pty Ltd (KBR)
Kolej Universiti Kejuruteraan Utara Malaysia (KUKUM)
L.E.W. Carty Charitable Fund
La Trobe University
Learning Australia Pty Ltd
Loughborough University, United Kingdom
Mahasarakham University, Thailand
Malaysian Government Agencies
Maribyrnong City Council
Mason Foundation
Medicines Australia
Melbourne Citymission
Melbourne Convention & Visitors Bureau (MCVB)
Melbourne Health
Melbourne Water
Merck Company Foundation
Merck Sharp & Dohme (MSD)
Metecno Pty Limited
Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board (MFB)
Ministry of Education & Culture, Indonesia
Ministry of Education and Training, Vietnam
Ministry of Education, Culture & Science, Mongolia
Ministry of Higher Education, Malaysia
Ministry of Higher Education, Oman
Ministry of Trade, Vietnam
Moonee Valley City Council
Musashi (Nestle Australia)
Nalco Australia Pty Ltd
Nanjing University of Finance and Economics, China
National Centre for Vocational Education Research
National Centre of Excellence for Desalination Australia
National Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility
National Health and Medical Research Council
National Heart Foundation of Australia
National Measurement Institute Australia
National Stroke Foundation
Norwood Association
NSW Trade & Investment
Office of the Emergency Services Commissioner, Victoria
Omnii
OneSteel Manufacturing Limited
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Australia
Orica Limited
Osteopaths Registration Board of Victoria
Parks Victoria
Penguin Foundation
Pfizer Inc.
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA)
Phillip Island Nature Parks
Politeknik Negeri Samarinda (POLNES), Indonesia
Port Kembla Port Corporation
Port Phillip EcoCentre
Precedence Health Care
Public Service Department Of Malaysia – Training QUBE Logistics
Ramaciotti Foundations
Relationships Australia, Queensland
Relay Monitoring Systems Pty Ltd
Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital
Royal Court Affairs, Oman
Royal Thai Embassy
Royal Women’s Hospital, Victoria
Sanitarian Health and Wellbeing Australia
Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission
Scanlon Foundation
Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC)
Scientific Fire Services Pty Limited
Sebelas Maret University, Indonesia
SEEK Limited
Servier Australia
Siemens Water Technologies
Smart Water Fund
Softel
Sokoine University of Agriculture, Tanzania
South East Water
Sport and Recreation Victoria
Sultanate of Oman, Muscat
Sustainability Victoria
Sustainable Tourism CRC
Swinburne University of Technology
Sydney Ports Corporation
Telematics Trust
Tennis Australia
The Australian Power Institute
The Jack Brockhoff Foundation
The Royal Library, Denmark
The Smith Family
The Song Room
The Treasury, Australian Government
The University of Jordan, Jordan
The University of Sydney
Tourism Australia
Tourism Victoria
Toyota Australia
TradeData International Pty Ltd
Tricomms National
Trust for Nature, Victoria
Tourism and Transport Forum Australia
Technical and Vocational Education and Training Australia Limited
Universiti Putra Malaysia
Universiti Sains Malaysia
Universiti Teknologi MARA, Malaysia
Universiti Tenaga Nasional, Malaysia
Universiti Tun Hussein Onn, Malaysia
University of Ballarat
University of Botswana, Botswana
University of Frankfurt, Germany
University of Malaya
University of Melbourne
VicHealth
Victoria Police
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
Victorian Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation
Victorian Board of the Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia
Victorian Centre for Climate Change Adaptation Research
Victorian Institute of Sport
Victorian Jockey’s Association
Victorian Multicultural Commission
Victorian National Parks Association
Victorian Skills Commission
Victorian Women’s Benevolent Trust
Vietnamese Government
Water Quality Research Australia
West Australian Football Commission
Western Bulldogs Football Club
Western Edge Youth Arts
Western Health
Westgate General Practice Network
William Buckland Foundation
Wita Permatasari Simatupang
Wobelea Pty Ltd
Yaysan Indecon, Jakarta
Young and Well Cooperative Research Centre
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